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What are the poetics of asigh? It is my premise that to read Hopkins ... and All": Wilde’s Extravagance (pp. 209-244) Oscar Wilde poses a new and singular challenge to my argument. In each of the ...

Art’s Undoing: In the Wake of a Radical Aestheticism

Theory is the term now preferred to the older “poetics,” since “poetics” seems limited to... Since 1982, The New Criterion has nurtured and safeguarded our delicate cultural inheritance. Join our ...

Destroying literary studies
Jack Parlett, the author of a new history book, explores the Northern enclave where generations of queer writers have vacationed and dreamed.

Inside Fire Island's Complicated Past, Present, and Future
Melvyn Bragg and guests discuss the 154 sonnets collected and printed in 1609 of which some are famous, many are glorious, most are inspiring and several are unsettling. Show more Melvyn Bragg and ...  

Shakespeare's Sonnets
Developed by the University's Digital Learning Team in partnership with academic staff from the School of English, the course allows participants to explore literature's fascination with the country ...  

About the department
Slenderman: Online Obsession, Mental Illness, and the Violent Crime of Two Midwestern Girls In this searing account, Hale (Kathleen Hale Is a Crazy Stalker: Six Essays) goes beyond the headlines ...

Fire Island: A Century in the Life of an American Paradise
Support 100 years of independent journalism. The fantasy novelist and left activist on why Marx’s Communist Manifesto speaks to the crisis-ridden politics of the present. By Gavin Jacobson What ...  

There is a simple, sensual pleasure in eating with your hands
Mention of Ireland conjures up diverse cultural images – from shamrocks, St. Patrick’s Day parades, U2, and Riverdance, to Great Famine emigrants, the IRA, and the 'Celtic Tiger' economy. While this ...

Current course offerings

An Introduction to the Philosophy of Art
Master of Arts in Poetry and Poetics Freya Margaret Jackson ... Fuchs , Helen June Gunton , Issabella Poppy Hagan , Nathan Oscar Rantoul Harris , Lauren , Bronwyn Jeffers , Kate Lee , Maggie ...
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